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Abstract
An adaptive operation strategy for on-demand control of active direct methanol
fuel cells (DMFCs) is proposed as an alternative method to enhance the volt-
age stability. A simplified semi-empirical model is firstly developed to describe
I-V relationships based on uniform-designed experiments. It is then embedded
into multi-objective optimizations to construct the adaptive operation strategy.
Experimental studies are implemented on different DMFC systems to validate
the proposed semi-empirical model, control strategy and system response to op-
erational adjustments. Numerical simulations are also performed to investigate
the underlying mechanisms of the proposed adaptive operation strategy. The
results show that the adaptive operation strategy provides possibilities for volt-
age stability enhancement without the sacrifice of energy conversion efficiency.
The adaptive operations are also found to be able to extend the range of op-
erating current density or to decrease the voltage deviation according to ones
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requirements. Moreover, the response of DMFCs to operational adjustments is
quick, which further validates the effectiveness and feasibility of the adaptive
operation strategy in practical applications. The proposed strategy contributes
to a guideline for the better control of output voltage from operating DMFC
systems.
Keywords: Direct Methanol Fuel Cell, Operation strategy, Multi-objective
optimization
1. Introduction
Direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) has emerged in recent years as a promising
power source for various kinds of electronic devices [1, 2]. It can provide high
energy density and almost instant recharging with simple system configurations
[3, 4]. But to move towards real-time operations of DMFCs that meet a com-
mercially acceptable standard, further improvements are still needed especially
in the fields of systematic stability [5, 6, 7, 8]. During the past decades, lots of
research efforts have been dedicated to enhance the system stability of fuel cells
by improving the catalyst loading [9, 10], the fuel cell structure [11, 12, 13, 14],
the fuel delivery system [3, 15] and the water management [16, 17], etc.
One problem that received relatively less attention is the voltage instabil-
ity. Because of the over-potential effects, the output voltage from DMFCs is
inevitably unsteady as the current density is often required to change in a wide
range during practical applications. An obvious voltage deviation is, therefore,
frequently encountered even if the DMFC was assumed to be operated in the
theoretical ohmic loss range [15, 18]. Many published experimental results have
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shown that the output voltage could be very sensitive to a small variation of
current density [10, 13, 19]. Although the voltage stabilizers can be helpful to
a certain extent, an operation strategy is also in great need to avoid additional
energy loss caused by voltage stabilizations. Moreover, it can be necessary while
the voltage deviation is beyond the input limit of voltage stabilizers.
Several control strategies have been applied to analyze and enhance the
system stability of DMFCs [20, 21], such as PID control algorithms [22], neural
network methods [23], model predictive control schemes [24, 25], fuzzy logic
[26] and extremum seeking controls [27]. However, most of them were designed
to work under the assumption of small disturbance (or little noise). Since the
operating conditions in commercial electric equipments would change sharply,
the influence of large disturbance on the voltage stability needs to be taken into
account. An adaptive operation strategy that is suitable for considering large
disturbance in complex operating conditions becomes the initial motivation of
the present study.
However, it is full of challenges, as it involves accurate modeling of DMFC
systems to study the underlying mechanisms of multiple operating parameters.
During the past decades, several mechanical models were proposed to study
the energy conversion process of DMFCs, from one-dimensional [28, 29], two-
dimensional [7, 30, 31, 32] to three-dimensional [33, 34] point of view. Consid-
ering about large variations of operating parameters, we have proposed an ef-
fective semi-empirical model to describe I-V relationship and developed a three-
dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model to study the DMFC
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performance [35]. More recently, it has been successfully applied to determine
the optimal operating conditions in DMFC systems [36]. Although the effects
of operating conditions (such as temperature, methanol concentration and so-
lution/air flow rates) on the DMFC performance can be well estimated using
those existing models [37, 38, 39], an effective operation strategy can still be
necessary for determine appropriate operational adjustments to enhance voltage
stability in practical applications.
In the present study, an adaptive operation strategy is developed. Its perfor-
mance and underlying mechanisms have also been systematically studied using
analytical, numerical and experimental techniques. The strategy establishment
is presented in details in Section 2. The theoretical, experimental and numerical
studies about the necessity, feasibility and superiority of the proposed strategy
are organized in Section 3. Experimental validations about the semi-empirical
model, control strategy and system response are provided in Section 4. Conclu-
sions and perspectives were summarized in Section 5.
2. Methods and models
The adaptive operation strategy is developed based on the integration of
experimental, analytical and numerical techniques. Uniform-designed experi-
ments are firstly performed to study the I-V relationships under various groups
of operating parameters. A simplified semi-empirical model is then developed
to quantitatively describe DMFC performances in experiments. Based on the
semi-empirical model, the adaptive operation strategy is developed using multi-
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objective optimizations. The underlying mechanism of adaptive DMFC opera-
tions are also studied using numerical simulations.
2.1. Experimental setup and design
Figure 1: Experimental platform of a single-cell DMFC system.
Fig. 1 shows the experimental platform applied in the present study. A
single-cell DMFC stack (TeskStak, Parker Hannifin Energy Systems) consists of
a five-layer Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) sandwiched by two graphite
end plates (for anode and cathode). Serpentine flow channel of 12 U-turns is
integrated inside the end plates, which takes a rectangular cross-section (30.94
× 30.65 mm2) and a total length of 415.06 mm. At the anode side, the methanol
solution composed by deionized water and pure methanol is flowed into the chan-
nel by a peristaltic pump (BT300LC). At the cathode side, an air compressor
(OUTSTANDING OTS-550) regulated by a rotameter (OMEGA FMA-2605A)
is used to pump the air into the fuel cell. The working temperature of the DMFC
stack is maintained by a supplementary heating apparatus that is controlled by
a temperature controller (Omega CSC32). An electronic load device (ITECH
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it8211) is used to change the current density to different levels and to measure
the corresponding values of the voltage. The DMFC performance is monitored
by an electrochemical workstation (CHI660E), while the production of CO2 is
measured by a CO2 concentration detector (JA500-CO2-IR1).
Table 1: Value ranges of main operating parameters.
Name Value range Name Value range
Temperature (K) [298, 343] Methanol concentration (M) [0.25, 2]
Air flow rate (ccm) [81.2, 186] Feed solution flow rate (ccm) [3.5, 5.5]
Four main operating parameters are considered in experimental study, in-
cluding the working temperature (T ), the methanol concentration (CM ), the in-
put flow rates of feed methanol solution (FM ) and air (FA). The value ranges of
operating parameters are determined according to literature review and practi-
cal experience, as summarized in Table 1. Based on the uniform design principal,
a systematic experimental work is designed to study the influence of operating
parameters [40]. As five levels are selected for each operating parameters, 65 ex-
perimental tests are designed and performed. Among them, 45 cases are decided
by uniform design, and the other 20 ones are supplementary for the analysis of
DMFC performance degradation. Details about the operating parameters for
these uniform-designed experimental cases are summarized in Appendix, Table
A.4.
2.2. Semi-empirical model
Since the degradation of DMFC performance was observed in experiments,
a linear regression method is applied in the collection process of experimental
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data [35, 41]. Careful investigation is implemented to analyze the compensated
experimental data, and a semi-empirical model can be deduced to describe the
relationship between the operating parameters and the output voltage.
A semi-empirical model was successfully developed to quantify the influence
of main operating parameters on the DMFC output in our previous studies
[33, 35]. However, it contains a large number of undetermined coefficients which
requires considerable computation cost for identification. A simplified semi-
empirical model with less coefficients is then proposed in the present study,
which can be expressed as,
Vcell = Vth + k1T + k2T ln(CM ) + k3T ln(FA) + k4
− k5e
(k6/T+k7)j − (k8j
2 + k9T + k10C
2
M + k11CM + k12)
×
[
ln(j) + k13 + k14ln
(
1
CM −
j
k15e(−k16/T)CM
)]
(1)
− (k17j + k18T + k19C
2
M + k20CM + k21)
× [ln(j) + k22ln(FA) + k23] + k24j
2ln(FM ),
where Vcell and j are the output voltage and the current density, respectively.
Vth denotes the reversible ’no-loss’ voltage which theoretically equals to 1.21
V. T , CM , FM and FA denote the operating parameters as mentioned above,
and ki (i = 1, 2, ..., 24) denotes different undetermined coefficient. Generally
speaking, this model is based on electrochemical theory and constructed through
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integration of three sub-models, i.e., the open circuit sub-model (k1-k4), the
resistance sub-model (k5-k7) and the closed circuit one (k8-k24).
For coefficient identifications, the reference data can be collected from more
than 65 experimental tests based on the principal of uniform design (as men-
tioned in Section 2.1). Firstly, the coefficients in resistance sub-model are ob-
tained through regression of experimental data of area-specific resistance varying
with temperatures. The coefficients in open circuit sub-model can be then de-
termined by regression of experimental results of open circuit voltage changing
with operating parameters. Finally, the rest coefficients in closed circuit sub-
model are identified through nonlinear regression of experimental I-V curves.
The determined coefficients are listed as follows, k1 = −3.7534 × 10
−5, k2 =
−3.1534× 10−4, k3 = 6.6200× 10
−5, k4 = −0.7499, k5 = 6.9897, k6 = 916.91,
k7 = −4.6392, k8 = −0.8801, k9 = −0.5791, k10 = −4.8053, k11 = 4.8053,
k12 = −1.2135, k13 = −36.4865, k14 = 2.8580 × 10
−4, k15 = 5.34657 × 10
7,
k16 = 5182.4, k17 = −0.1160, k18 = 0.5793, k19 = 4.8062, k20 = −4.8062,
k21 = 1.2016, k22 = −8.2586× 10
−4, k23 = −36.4679 and k24 = 29.8714.
A parameter sensitivity analysis about the quantitative effects of the main
operating parameters on the output voltage is performed based on the statistics
package Minitab (Fig. 2). It shows that the output voltage is sensitive to all
the four main operating parameters, even if the change of methanol flow rate
seems to take relatively small effect compared with the other three parameters.
A systematic trend is observed for all the four parameters, with the voltage
deviations from its mean trending largest at the extreme ranges of those pa-
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Figure 2: Contributions of main operating parameters to output voltage.
rameters. Moreover, the increase of methanol concentration is observed to be
accompanied by a decrease of output voltage, but the situation for the other
three parameters reverses. This quantitative analysis could provide a parame-
ter control guideline for engineers, which could also be highly beneficial for the
design of our operation strategy.
2.3. Adaptive operation strategy
A commercial power source is usually required to provide a steady voltage
output Vset, while its operating current density varies in a range of [jmin, jmax].
However, the problem of large voltage deviation is frequently encountered in
unoptimized DMFC operations (Fig. 3 (A)). It would worsen the performance
of control systems and increase the difficulty for practical uses of DMFC systems.
The enhancement of voltage stability around Vset with current density varying in
[jmin, jmax] is thus one of the critical issues for the commercialization of DMFC
9
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Figure 3: Schematic of operation strategies for DMFC systems.
systems. Optimized operation strategies are then proposed for such purpose in
this section. It is of importance to notice that the following optimizations are
all based on our simplified semi-empirical model (see Section 2.2), as it provides
a fast and reliable way to determine the output voltage from a specific current
density j and the corresponding operating parameters.
A regular optimization strategy (Fig. 3 (B)) can be deduced by direct uti-
lizations of classical optimization methods, such as genetic algorithm (GA) or
particle swarm optimization (PSO). More specifically, the classical optimization
method is used to minimize the voltage deviation |Vcell−Vset| in the full range of
required current density [jmin, jmax] and determine the specific group of operat-
ing parameters [T, CM , FM , FA], as shown in Fig. 3 (B1-B4). Compared with
unoptimized cases, the regular optimization could decrease the voltage devia-
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tion to a certain degree. However, it can only provide one single I-V curve, for
which the voltage stability could still not guarantee the relatively small voltage
deviation ±a% permitted in practical use. As the I-V curves can be switched
by adjusting operating parameters, an appropriate operational adjustment can
be highly beneficial for the enhancement of voltage stability in DMFC systems.
Inspired by the logical deductions as mentioned above, an adaptive operation
strategy is further proposed as demonstrated in Fig. 3 (C). Its main idea lies in
the determinations of appropriate adjustments of operating parameters, to fulfill
the required small voltage deviation ±a% and the large range of working current
density [jmin, jmax] (Fig. 3 (C1-C2)). Such a real-time adjustment brings out
a switch of I-V curves, the modified DMFC performance is then described by
an integration of serval sections from different I-V curves. The determinations
of each I-V curve section involve two objectives, which are the minimization
of voltage deviation |Vcell − Vset| and the maximization of each current density
interval jinterval. A multi-objective optimization model is then proposed (Fig.
3 (C3)), which can be expressed as
min f(x, jinterval) = min{w1[V (j0, x)− V (j0 + jinteral, x)] + w2
1
jinterval
},
s.t.


|V (j0, x)− Vset|
Vset
≤ a%,
|V (j0 + jinterval, x)− Vset|
Vset
≤ a%,
(2)
for j ∈ [jmin, jmax],
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where j0 is the starting current density for each section, and x denotes a ran-
dom series of operating parameters (i.e., [T, CM , FM , FA]). The main multi-
objective function f is designed to be composed by two parts, one ’voltage-
deviation’ subfunction |Vj0 − Vj0+jinterval | measures the voltage variation for a
specific I-V curve section, and the other ’interval’ subfunction 1jinterval accounts
for the effect of operating range of current density of each I-V curve sections.
The weighting factors for each subfunctions, w1 and w2, can be adapted to one’s
specific requirements.
During program implementations, the constraint of permitted voltage devi-
ation ±a% is guaranteed inside the ’interval’ subfunction. Specifically speaking,
once the voltage deviation of certain I-V curve section exceeds the constraint,
a switch of operating parameters x is designed to execute automatically, un-
til the constraint is fully satisfied in the whole range of working current den-
sity [jmin, jmax]. Several classical optimization algorithms, such as GA, PSO
and simulated annealing (SA), have been successfully applied for solving multi-
objective optimization problems in civil engineering [42, 43], solar energy and
hydraulic energy systems [44, 45], etc. With the help of classical optimization
methods, our multi-objective optimization model can be solved to determine
the series of operating parameters x and the current density intervals jinterval
(Fig. 3 (C4-C5)). The adaptive operation strategy with appropriate operational
adjustments is thus developed.
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2.4. Numerical model
A three-dimensional numerical model was developed and validated to exper-
imental results in our previous studies [35, 36]. It was designed by integrating
the governing equations of continuity, momentum conservation, species trans-
port and electrochemical phenomena. It has been successfully applied to inves-
tigate the energy conversion process in a DMFC system [36], which is the same
one as that we used in the present study. Therefore, this well-developed numer-
ical model can be adopted in the present study to investigate the underlying
mechanisms of the adaptive operation strategy. For simplicity and concision,
more details about the numerical model were not contained here, which can be
available in Ref. [35, 36].
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Large voltage variation in unoptimized operations
Table 2: Operating parameters for testing cases with large voltage variations.
Case T (K) CM (M) FM (ccm) FA (ccm)
1 323 0.25 4 81.2
2 323 0.50 5 140.8
Large voltage variation, that was revealed in many pioneering works [4, 15,
32], has also been frequently encountered in our experiments. Two typical cases
are presented in Fig. 4 (top). They were observed in unoptimized experimental
process, for which the operating parameters are summarized in Table 2. As the
current density varies in a fixed range (from 0.02 to 0.06 A/cm2), the output
voltage is found to decrease from 0.3556 V to 0.0768 V for Case 1, and from
13
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Figure 4: Large voltage variation in a fixed range of current density (top) and the voltage
stability enhancement using regular or adaptive operation strategy (bottom).
0.4638 V to 0.2092 V for Case 2. It implies that the overpotential effect can-
not be negligible for the operational performances of DMFC systems, as the
increase in current density is accompanied by a significant decrease of output
voltage (which can be larger than 50%). Such a huge voltage variation is also
normally beyond the input limit of voltage stabilizers, and the operation strat-
egy is therefore in great need to minimize the voltage variation to a desired
degree.
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3.2. Optimized operations
Principal aim of the proposed operation strategy is to minimize the voltage
deviation as the current density changes in a required range. Assuming that
the permitted output voltage Vset equals to 0.3 V and the current density varies
between 0.02 and 0.06 A/cm2, the adaptive operations proposed by both regular
and adaptive methods have been carefully examined. The operating condition
that ensures the smallest voltage deviation can be determined through a regular
optimization using genetic algorithm, which is T = 322.8 K, CM = 0.6 M, FM =
5.5 ccm and FA = 140.8 ccm. As shown in Fig. 4 (bottom), the voltage deviation
can be deduced to about ±40% (-41.8% to 40.93%) by regular optimizations.
Although it is much better than those unoptimized cases (Fig. 4 (top)), it is still
far from the input requirements of regular voltage stabilizers. How to effectively
reduce the voltage deviation is still significant for practical applications of fuel
cell systems.
As shown in Fig. 4 (bottom), the voltage deviation can be effectively de-
creased to less than 20% using the adaptive operation strategies either by genetic
algorithm (GA) or by particle swarm optimization (PSO). Compared with reg-
ular optimization that only provides one set of fixed operating parameters, the
adaptive optimization proposes a real-time control of operating conditions. For
instance, an operational adjustment is imposed at around the current density
of 0.04 A/cm2, and the adaptive I-V curve using GA is therefore composed by
the gentle-slope regions of two different I-V curves. The left I-V curve is im-
plemented at T = 325.3 K, CM = 1.2 M, FM = 5.4 ccm and FA = 140.6 ccm,
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and the right one is at T = 342.3 K, CM = 0.3 M, FM = 5.5 ccm and
FA = 140.7 ccm. As the connected I-V curves are shown to be able to signifi-
cantly subside the voltage variation, this type of real-time control of operating
parameters can be regarded as ’optimized flexible operations’. The real-time
analysis and control of fuel cell systems have been widely studied [8, 32], which
have provided sufficient evidence for the realizability and feasibility of the pro-
posed ’optimized flexible operations’. It can be also important to notice that the
operation strategies optimized by GA or PSO almost coincide with each other.
It preliminarily shows that the proposed strategy has not been restricted to a
specific optimization method. However, as the present study principally aims at
the formulation of adaptive control strategy, the effects of different optimization
methods on the strategy performance will not be fully discussed. The classical
optimization method of GA is then adopted in the following results.
3.3. Numerical analysis
Numerical analysis is performed to answer the question ”How does the adap-
tive operation strategy work on the voltage stability enhancement in DMFCs?”.
Simulations are carried out using the constructed 3D numerical model [36]. The
operating conditions are chosen to be the same as that for Fig. 4 (bottom) in
Section 3.2.
Fig. 5 shows the numerical results of methanol concentration distributing on
the interface plane between the diffusion and catalyst layers, in which the top
figures (a-c) represent regular operations and the bottom ones (d-g) represent
adaptive operations. A remarkable characteristics is the stripped distribution of
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Figure 5: Distribution of methanol concentration on the interface plane of diffusion and
catalyst layers. Top figures (a-c) represent regular operations, and the bottom ones (d-g)
correspond to adaptive operations.
methanol concentrations, which is mainly caused by the parallel serpentine ar-
rangement of flow channel in DMFC systems [33, 36]. It coincides very well with
previous revealing, and more discussions about the effects of channel geometric
patterns can be available in [32, 41].
For the regular case, the overall color temperature becomes increasingly low
as the current density increases from 0.02 to 0.04 and to 0.06 A/cm2 (Fig. 5 (a-
c)). It indicates that the methanol concentration decreases with the increase of
current density, as the flux of methanol solution should be constant for a given
operating condition. This result agrees with the physical fact that a larger
power generation is normally based on a higher fuel consumption [7, 33, 36]. A
similar result can also be found in adaptive operations. However, as the adap-
tive operation strategy imposes an adjustment of operating parameters, there
are two figures (e, f) at the current density 0.04 A/cm2 indicating the change
of methanol concentration distributions before and after the adjustment. The
17
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Figure 6: Facet average (a) and standard deviation (b) of methanol concentration on the
interface plane between the diffusion and catalyst layers.
adaptive adjustment has caused a significant decrease of methanol concentra-
tion, which can be the reason for the sharp voltage increase in adaptive opera-
tions (as shown in Fig. 4 (bottom)). At a low current density 0.02 A/cm2, the
methanol concentration for the adaptive case (Fig. 5 (d)) is much higher than
that with regular optimization (Fig. 5 (a)), but the situation reverses when a
high current density 0.06 A/cm2 is reached.
Quantitative analysis on the methanol concentration distributing on the in-
terface plane between diffusion and catalyst layers is summarized in Fig. 6.
As the current density varies from 0.02 to 0.06 A/cm2, the facet average of
methanol concentration gradually decreases from 0.3 to 0.17 mol/L for regular
case, while it declines sharply from 0.63 to 0.08 mol/L for the adaptive one
(Fig. 6 (a)). A slump occurring at 0.04 A/cm2 for adaptive case is caused by
the operational adjustment that has also been demonstrated in Fig. 4 (bottom)
and Fig. 5. It is of importance to notice that, the slope of facet average of
methanol concentration is significantly modified by the adjustment. Compared
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with regular optimization, it decreases faster for adaptive one before the opera-
tional adjustment. However, a slower decrease is achieved after the operational
adjustment. It suggests that the adaptive operation strategy can effectively
modulate the methanol consumption rate inside DMFCs to improve the energy
conversion process. The regulation effect of adaptive operation strategy can
also be found in results of standard deviation of methanol concentration. As
shown in Fig. 6 (b), the uniformity of methanol concentration distributions can
be markedly regulated by the operational adjustment. The above results have
shown, in both qualitative and quantitative ways, that the operational adjust-
ment proposed by adaptive operation strategy is an effective way to regulate
the methanol consumption. It can be highly beneficial for the maintenance of
voltage stability in DMFCs that are required to be operated in a wide range of
current density.
3.4. On-demand adaptive operations
Flexible operations are usually demanded in practical use, for example, de-
creasing the voltage deviation or extending the range of operating current den-
sity. Such a flexible requirement can also be satisfied using on-demand control
of operating parameters based on the adaptive operation strategy. Compared
with the constant requirements realized by optimized operations in Section 3.2
(Fig. 4 (bottom), voltage deviation ≈ 20% and current density varying in [0.02,
0.06]), the flexible operations with a smaller voltage deviation or a larger range
of operating current density are considered in this section.
Fig. 7 shows the optimized adaptive operations according to user’s require-
19
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Figure 7: On-demand control of voltage stability using adaptive operation strategy.
ments. For a required output voltage 0.3 V, the voltage deviation is successfully
decreased to about ±15% in the first plot, while the operating current den-
sity is extended to [0.015, 0.065] A/cm2 in the second one. The cost for those
high requirements is the increase of adjusting times. As shown in Fig. 7, one
needs to implement twice adjustments to achieve a more stable voltage output
in a larger working current density. Taking the first plot as example, the left
I-V curve section in [0.02, 0.035] A/cm2 corresponds to the operation condi-
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tions of T = 314.7 K, CM = 1.1 M, FM = 5.5 ccm and FA = 136.3 ccm,
the middle one in [0.035, 0.052] A/cm2 corresponds to the operating conditions
of T = 339.9 K, CM = 0.3 M, FM = 5.5 ccm and FA = 126.8 ccm, and
the right one in [0.05, 0.06] A/cm2 corresponds to the operating conditions of
T = 342.8 K, CM = 0.3 M, FM = 5.5 ccm and FA = 140.6 ccm. All of them
are determined by the adaptive operation strategy which ensures the smallest
slope of each curve section in the corresponding interval of current density.
It is known to all that the DMFC system can provide a relatively stable
voltage when it is operated in the gentle-slope range in I-V curves [15, 18, 36].
The adaptive operation strategy provides us a method to search and to integrate
gentle-slope sections in different I-V curves (which takes a low rate of voltage
decrease as current density increases), to ensure the required voltage stability
and to meet various requirements from DMFC users.
4. Experimental validations
4.1. Semi-empirical validation
A simplified semi-empirical model has been constructed for predicating I-V
relationships of DMFC system in the present study (as described in Section 2.2).
Experimental tests, based on the experimental platform described in Section 2.1,
are performed for model validations. The operating parameters are summarized
in Table 3. Comparisons of experimental I-V data and semi-empirical predica-
tions are shown in Fig. 8. The experimental results can be well estimated by
the proposed semi-empirical model, even if the deviation from model predica-
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Table 3: Operating parameters of testing cases for semi-empirical model validations.
Case T (K) CM (M) FM (ccm) FA (ccm)
1 298 1.00 4.5 125.2
2 323 0.25 4 81.2
3 343 0.50 5 140.8
tions to experimental data would slightly increase as the operating voltage is
approaching 0 V. As the DMFC performance normally decays at a very high
rate while its current density is approaching to its maximum values (i.e., output
voltage approaches 0 V), the preferable operations normally happen at the in-
termediary regions of I-V curves. As those ’extreme’ DMFC operations are out
of the scope of the present study, the good agreement of model predications to
experimental results in Fig. 8 has validated the feasibility and effectiveness of
the proposed semi-empirical model.
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Figure 8: Comparisons of experimental I-V data and corresponding predications using semi-
empirical model (Line: Model; Dot: Experiment.)
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Figure 9: Experimental validation of adaptive optimized operations of a customized DMFC
system (top) and the corresponding efficiency analysis (bottom).
4.2. Controller validation
Experimental work has also been carried out to validate the effects of adap-
tive operation strategy on voltage stability enhancement. It is based on a cus-
tomized DMFC stack that integrates a 5 × 5 cm2 MEA with Nafion 115 mem-
brane, in which Pt-Ru black (4 mg/cm2) and Pt-C (0.3 mg/cm2) are used as
anode and cathode catalysts. The DMFC stack is required to work at an output
voltage 0.38 V, and the current density lies in the range of [0.5, 2.5] A/cm2.
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Fig. 9 (top) shows the comparisons of experimental I-V curves obtained with
or without adaptive operation strategy. The voltage deviation is significantly
decreased from 18.4% to 13.7% as the adaptive operation is implemented. It
implies that the voltage stability can be effectively enhanced by the adaptive
operation strategy. Compared with the unoptimized operation with a specific
series of operation parameters of T = 338.0 K, CM = 0.5 M, FM = 2.0 ccm
and FA = 1000.0 ccm, a manual adjustment of operating parameters should be
imposed at 1.4 A/cm2 for adaptive operation.
The efficiency analysis has also been performed to further investigate the
effects of adaptive operation strategy on DMFC systems. Several pioneering
methods were successfully proposed for cost evaluations in various energy con-
version systems [5, 46, 47, 48]. We apply one of the classical evaluation criteria
that has been widely used in DMFC systems. It takes a form as follows,
η =
VcellI
LHV (Ncons +Ncross)
, (3)
where η denotes the energy conversion efficiency, Vcell and I are the output
voltage and current density, respectively. LHV is the lower heating value of
methanol, Ncons and Ncross denote the molar flow rates of methanol for effective
current generation and the methanol crossover, respectively. It measures the
energy conversion efficiency by the ratio of effective fuel cost, i.e., the percentage
of effectively consumed fuel in the total amount of fuel ’investment’.
Fig. 9 (bottom) shows the energy conversion efficiency obtained in DMFC
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Figure 10: System response to the adjustment of operating parameters.
systems with or without adaptive operation strategy, which correspond to the
cases in Fig. 9 (top). For low current density ≤ 0.5 A/cm2, the efficiencies of
different operations are almost the same. However, the difference becomes in-
creasingly obvious as the operating current density increases. An obvious jump
can be found in adaptive operation, which is caused by the operational adjust-
ment proposed by adaptive operation strategy. Actually, the mean efficiency
of adaptive operation (12.2%) is slightly higher than that of unadjusted one
(11.4%). It implies that the adaptive operation strategy can provide possibili-
ties for voltage stability enhancement without the sacrifice of energy conversion
efficiency.
4.3. System response to adjustments
Although the operational adjustments in adaptive operation strategy is help-
ful for voltage stability enhancement, it can be also regarded as system distur-
bances that would bring out negative effects to system stability. The response
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of DMFC system to operational adjustments, therefore, needs to be taken into
account in one’s evaluations of the effectiveness of the adaptive operation strat-
egy. Preliminary study has been carried out based on the customized DMFC
stack (as described in Section 4.2).
Fig. 10 shows the time evolution of output voltage in a DMFC system,
which is modulated by the adjustments of one or two operation parameters.
For single-parameter adjustment, the input air flow rate FA is increased from
200 to 800 ccm, while the other operating parameters are kept at T = 328.0 K,
CM = 0.5 M, FM = 3.0 ccm. It can be found that the output voltage is relatively
steady at about 0.34 V before the operational adjustment is imposed. After
the single-parameter adjustment, a quick response takes place in the DMFC
system, which results in an obvious voltage increase from 0.34 to 0.38 V in 5
seconds. The same phenomenon has also been revealed for double-parameter
adjustment, in which the input air flow rate FA is decreased from 500 to 100
ccm, the methanol solution flow rate FM is decreased from 3.0 to 1.0 ccm, and
the other two operating parameters are kept at T = 328.0 K, CM = 0.5 M.
It shows that the response time of DMFC system to operational adjustments
can be as short as less than 5 seconds. Such a rapid response ensures, to some
extent, the realizability of the proposed adaptive operation strategy. However,
it is well-known that, the flow rates of the air and the feed solution are relatively
easy to be modulated by manual operations. In order to realize an automatic
adaptive operation, an automatic operating system embedded with adaptive
operation strategy can be highly beneficial for the adjustment implementations.
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It will be considered in our future work.
5. Conclusions
Concentrating on the problem of voltage instability, an adaptive operation
strategy was successfully developed for on-demand control of DMFC systems
to enhance the voltage stability in operating DMFC systems. The procedure
of strategy developing has been discussed in details in the present study, and
the feasibility and superiority of the proposed operation strategy have been
systematically studied using both experimental and numerical techniques. The
main findings in the present study can be summarized as follows,
1) Large voltage variation was frequently observed in the experiments using
a typical DMFC stack. Although it can be decreased by a regular optimiza-
tion method to a certain degree, it still needs improvements to avoid additional
energy loss caused by the process of voltage stabilization. The adaptive oper-
ation strategy can be a potential solution, as it could effectively decrease the
voltage variation from more than 40% to less than 20% by introducing certain
operational adjustments.
2) On-demand DMFC operations, such as providing a smaller voltage de-
viation or a larger operating current density, was shown to be fulfilled by the
adaptive operation strategy. The adaptive operation strategy provides a method
to search and to integrate gentle-slope sections in different I-V curves to ensure
the demanded voltage stability in flexible operations.
3) Numerical results were provided to study the underlying mechanisms of
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the adaptive operation strategy, as the adjustment of operating parameters pro-
posed by adaptive operation strategy can be an effective way to regulate the
methanol consumption inside the DMFC system. Experimental work was also
carried out to validate the effects of adaptive operation strategy on the voltage
stability in an operating DMFC system. A rapid response of DMFC system
(less than 5 seconds) to the change of operating parameters was experimen-
tally observed. It ensures the applicability of the proposed adaptive operation
strategy.
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Appendix A. Additional Data
Table A.4: Operating parameters for uniform-designed experiments.
No. T (K) CM (M) FM (ccm) FA (ccm) No. T (K) CM (M) FM (ccm) FA (ccm)
1 298 1 5.5 93.6 2 333 1 4.5 125.5
3 323 2 4 81.2 4 333 0.25 3.5 81.2
5 323 1.5 5 93.6 6 298 1.5 4 81.2
7 323 0.5 4 125.2 8 323 0.5 4.5 125.2
9 343 2 3.5 93.6 10 313 1 4 108.7
11 298 0.5 4.5 125.2 12 343 1.5 4.5 81.2
13 333 0.5 5.5 108.7 14 313 1.5 4.5 108.7
15 323 1.5 5 125.2 16 323 0.25 5.5 93.6
17 313 2 4.5 140.8 18 333 1.5 3.5 108.7
19 313 1 3.5 81.2 20 323 1.5 3.5 140.8
21 313 2 5.5 81.2 22 298 0.5 3.5 93.6
23 313 0.25 3.5 108.7 24 298 1.5 5.5 140.8
25 298 2 3.5 125.2 26 313 0.25 5.5 125.2
27 333 1 5 81.2 28 313 0.5 4.5 93.6
29 343 0.5 5.5 81.2 30 333 1 5.5 140.8
31 343 0.25 5 140.8 32 333 2 4 140.8
33 343 0.5 3.5 140.8 34 333 0.25 4.5 93.6
35 343 1.5 5 108.7 36 298 0.25 5 81.2
37 323 1 4 93.6 38 333 2 4.5 93.6
39 298 0.25 4 140.8 40 343 0.25 4 108.7
41 343 2 5.5 125.2 42 313 1 5 140.8
43 298 2 5 108.7 44 323 0.5 5 108.7
45 343 1 4 125.2
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